Moscow (API) — Armed Soviet soldiers dressed as police invaded the Lithuanian prosecutor's offices Thursday, forced employees outside and occupied the building, witnesses and spokesmen for the republic's parliament said.

Despite the military move, Lithuanian lawmakers drafted a mild Thursday message to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev calling for a gradual start to negotiations. They wrote that they "value highly your efforts aimed at the peaceful solution of problems," but think political talks "should not be accompanied by the willful actions of your armed forces."

Lithuania's secessionist government had accused Moscow on Wednesday of backing secession. Lithuania, forcibly incorporated into the Soviet Union with sister Baltic states Estonia and Latvia in 1940, declared independence on March 11 and has been in a confrontation with the Kremlin since then.

Estonia is cautiously following Lithuania's lead. On March 30, Estonia declared Estonia to be under Soviet occupation and set an indefinite transition period for independence.

On Thursday, Estonian leaders decided to stand firm on their demands for independence in the face of Gorbachev's wrath, informed sources said.

Latvia also considers a gradual move toward independence. Its Communist Party congress, due to open Friday, was expected to split into pro-Moscow and pro-independence factions. Similar Communist Party splits have already occurred in Lithuania and Estonia and worked in favor of secessionist movements.

Soviet military support moved toward a common ground in the Lithuanian crisis, including a possible Lithuanian referendum on independence, which could bring the republic close to compliance with a new Soviet law on secession.

Gorbachev's demand that Lithuania renounce its sovereignty and enter the Soviet Union was "deeply esteemed," and said the parliament "reiterates its readiness to begin dialogue and to discuss measures to establish new relations between our states.

But Thursday afternoon, about 50 armed men entered the prosecutor's office, site of a previous Soviet attempt to seize authority from officials appointed by the new Lithuanian government.

Henrikas Polci, secretary to Lithuania's chief prosecutor, said in a telephone interview from Vilnius that the men "fully blocked the building, and there are six or eight paratroopers on each floor dressed as policemen.

The Lithuanian Supreme Council legislature issued a bulletin quoting Deputy Chairman Kazimieras Motiekas as saying soldiers were 'dressed in police uniforms and carried boxes of ammunition with them into the building.'

The chief prosecutor is the republic's highest law-enforcement authority.

At the same office last week, Moscow officials tried to remove Lithuanian-appointed Chief Prosecutor Algirdas Paulauskas and install their own man.

Employees refused to obey the Moscow loyalist, and soldiers were posted in the building on March 30 in the first occupation by Soviet troops of Lithuanian government building. Soldiers earlier took control of several Communist Party buildings.

The Lithuanian Parliament issued a statement Wednesday accusing

**Students at ND for Spring 1990**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Population</th>
<th>Undergraduate Students Going for a Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.11%</td>
<td>Male: 9,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female: 5,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total: 2,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male: 4,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female: 2,603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breakdown of University Population by School**

- 34.23% Arts and Letters
- 25.14% Business Administration
- 10.65% Engineering
- 8.88% Science
- 6.22% Education
- 4.62% Freshman Year 1,832

Source: Department of Public Relations, Notre Dame

**1990 ND valedictorian is named**

Special to The Observer

David Schmitz, a math major in the College of Science, from St. Paul, Minn., has been named valedictorian of the 1990 graduating class. He will deliver the valedictory address at the May 20 commencement exercises.

The other highest ranking graduates from the University's four colleges are:

College of Science: Jeffrey Dorr of Sauk Rapids, Minn. (1920 Highway Drive).

- Christina Keone of Sauk Rapids, Minn. (1920 Highway Drive).
- Mary Brown, a philosophy and psychology major from Lafayette, Colo. (11131 A Milo Gatt Blvd).
- Matthew Slaughter, an economics major from Shenango, Pa. (7300 N. 25th St)
- Edward Pelican, an accounting major from Arlington Heights, Ill. (432 E. Burr Oak Drive).
- David Alexander, a finance major.

see HONORS page 4

**Official rallies in Tiananmen stop mourning on the Day of the Dead**

BEIJING (AP) — Authorities staged all-day rallies in Tiananmen Square on Thursday, China's annual day for mourning the dead, precluding unofficial visits to the symbolic center of last year's crushed democracy movement.

It was the second time in a week city officials held official activities in the square as an excuse for closing it to the public.

The method appeared successful. There were no reports of attempts to lay wreaths near the square or otherwise honor the hundreds and possibly thousands of people killed June 3-4, when the army opened fire on pro-democracy protesters and routed the square where they had camped.

In Hong Kong, however, an estimated 20,000 people marched in honor of the Beijing dead, many carrying banners or bouquets of flowers.

A wreath was left by Chai Ling, a leading activist in the Beijing uprising who escaped to the West last week after 10 months on the run in China. "Patriotic heroes will live forever," read a banner on the wreath.

Thurday was China's annual Qingming, or Clear and Bright Festival, when families traditionally visit graves to mourn their dead. Chinese dissidents abroad, through faxes and mailed leaflets, urged Beijing residents to stroll through Tiananmen Square on Qingming in memory of the slain protesters.

Early in the week, however, Beijing authorities issued orders curbing even normal mourning activities, such as group visits to crematoriums.

The Beijing Daily newspaper published a letter Sunday from a city official warning residents to pass Qingming in a "civilized and healthy" way and not "take advantage of the opportunity to create disturbances."

Schools and factories told people not to wear traditional signs of mourning, such as black armbands or white flowers. Some colleges suddenly announced special mandatory political lectures, apparently in an effort to keep students occupied.

Authorities based thousands of high school-age Communist Youth League members into Tiananmen Square in the morning. They paid homage to China's revolutionary martyrs and listened to a lecture on the movement before being driven away from foreign imperialists.

In the afternoon, primary school members of the Young Pioneers, wearing their insignia red bandkerchiefs around their necks, marched onto the square in formation to hear more patriotic speeches from both the Youth League and the Young Pioneers.

The Beijing Daily reported that students at Beijing Normal University told of class boycotts against foreign imperialists.

The city also held official rallies in the square Sunday, another day when overseas dissidents suggested Beijing residents held private observances.

The next three months include many official and unofficial commemorations or protests might seem apt. April 15 is the one-year anniversary of the death of ousted Communist Party leader Hu Yaobang, a relative liberal.
When George Bush announced that J. Danforth Quayle would be his running mate in the 1988 presidential campaign, many people were skeptical. Quayle first came to the public's attention in the 1970s as a legislator from Indiana. He had also served as a member of the House Appropriations Committee, where he was known for his conservative views and his opposition to what he called "waste." The Senate confirmed his nomination by a 95-5 vote.

Off Campus Seniors may pick up their Senior Month Booklets in the Senior Class Office starting April 6 from 3-5 p.m. or at the secretary's desk. Important Clubs of America kick-off—on sale in O'Hara Lounge, LaFortune 3-5 Mon.-Wed.

Student Union Board applications and job descriptions for positions in marketing, relations, and for student controller can be picked up on the second floor of LaFortune atSUB's secretary's desk. The Application deadline has been extended to Wednesday April 11th.

A bomb exploded in a bus Thursday at Panipat town outside Punjab, killing 10 people, United News of India reported. "It's a drug deal gone bad," said neighbor Alonzo Johnson. "They are dealing drugs on every other house on every other street in this neighborhood. It's bad." No arrests had been made in the Wednesday night attack, said police Sgt. Christopher Rock, who declined to discuss a possible motive. Calls to the department's hotline were answered by almost 4 million people so far this year in India. Reports indicated that the Unionist government was also dealing drugs on every other street in this neighborhood. It's bad.

Ryan White remained unconscious and in critical condition Thursday with an AIDs-related lung infection, while other young patients saved $50,000 worth of money by using a new drug discovered by a 16-year-old boy for his AIDs. He had been in the intensive care unit at Riley Hospital for Children for a week. Dr. Martin Kleinman said during his daily briefing that there had been no new changes in White's condition and that he remained on life-support systems.
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Quayle not impressive to this observer

When George Bush announced that J. Danforth Quayle would be his running mate in the 1988 presidential campaign, many people were skeptical. Quayle first came to the public's attention in the 1970s as a legislator from Indiana. He had also served as a member of the House Appropriations Committee, where he was known for his conservative views and his opposition to what he called "waste." The Senate confirmed his nomination by a 95-5 vote.

Quayle first came to the public's attention in the 1970s as a legislator from Indiana. He had also served as a member of the House Appropriations Committee, where he was known for his conservative views and his opposition to what he called "waste." The Senate confirmed his nomination by a 95-5 vote.

Quayle first came to the public's attention in the 1970s as a legislator from Indiana. He had also served as a member of the House Appropriations Committee, where he was known for his conservative views and his opposition to what he called "waste." The Senate confirmed his nomination by a 95-5 vote.

Quayle first came to the public's attention in the 1970s as a legislator from Indiana. He had also served as a member of the House Appropriations Committee, where he was known for his conservative views and his opposition to what he called "waste." The Senate confirmed his nomination by a 95-5 vote.
**Turnout for Christmas in April has increased**

By JOHN FISCHER  News writer

Pat Doran, the vice-president of Christmas in April and its volunteer coordinator, expects this year's event to surpass last year's turnout.

According to Doran, more than 3,500 volunteers will be participating, which is a greater number than last year's 2,000.

Sponsored by the Center for Social Concerns and jointly run by Notre Dame, Saint Mary's, and the city of South Bend, Christmas in April utilizes volunteers from the two schools and from the city. These volunteers will be repairing homes and renovating two churches and a community center in the vicinity of West Washington Street in South Bend on Saturday. The work done will include roofing and interior and exterior painting.

Of the 3,500 participating, 2,200 are Notre Dame or Saint Mary's students. In addition, the number of homes repaired will be increased from 43 last year to 60 this year. The type of work done will be virtually the same as last year.

The West Washington Street area was chosen because it is one of the needier sections of the city. "Coordinators," said Doran, "find out what the people need and ask if they want to be part of Christmas in April."

Although Christmas in April lasts only one day, the coordination and planning of the event is a year-round task. "Once April 7 has passed, we will begin work for next April," Doran said.

The program was initiated here at the initiative of Notre Dame alumnae who run a similar program in Kansas City, Missouri called Christmas in October. The reason South Bend's program is not concurrent, Doran said, is because it would conflict with the football season.

"The community is very grateful and happy about our efforts," according to Doran. Christmas in April is financed by donations within the South Bend community and through various fundraisers. Materials for home repair are donated or purchased with the donated money.

"We expect $750,000 dollars of work to be done on this one day," Doran said. That figure represents a tenfold increase over expenditures, estimated at $75,000. Doran stated that this is a very good figure.

A railroad car leaking anhydrous ammonia gas Thursday morning near downtown South Bend forced the evacuation of many residents. South Bend police officer Cpl. Millard Hill tells Traylor Williams, of South Bend, to leave his home.

**Leak causes local evacuations**

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) — As many as 4,200 residents were allowed back in their homes Thursday after a Canadian hazardous materials team capped a tanker leaking anhydrous ammonia. A passerby reported the leak Wednesday night after seeing fumes coming from a 36,000-gallon Grand Trunk railroad tank car parked behind Bendix Automotive Systems, said Capt. Frank Gion of the South Bend Fire Department.

The leak was capped about 10:15 a.m. when the hazardous materials team from Port Huron, Ontario, inserted a bolt into its proper plug and the barrier to the cap the lid on the tank. The tanker was des­­ined for New Carlisle, it was leased by Canadian Industries Ltd., which dispatched its hazardous materials team to help with the leak.

The cause of the leak was under investigation.

Sgt. William Schmidt said the tanker was leaking from the top baffle, which suggests to investigators that the tanker may have been tampered with although that had not been confirmed.

"There's a good possibility of that. It's under investiga­tion," said Assistant Fire Chief Bernie Dobski.

Residents began evacuat­ing their homes at 4:30 a.m. in an area bordered by Lin­coln Way West on the north, Western Avenue on the east, and Sheridan Street on the west, said Lt. Norval Williams of the South Bend police. They were housed back to their homes at 10:30 a.m.

The Indiana Department of Environmental Management later took water samples for testing.
Shuttle telescope test completed

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — NASA finished testing the $1.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope aboard Discovery, and started final preparations to begin Saturday afternoon. The telescope is scheduled to launch Tuesday, raising the space agency's hopes for a timely launch next week.

It is the most comfortable NASA officials have felt about the shuttle's launch date since a power outage interrupted the testing Monday, said George Diller, a spokesman for the space agency.

"Basically, the work's done. We're just down to the things you can't do before now anyway," Diller said.

"We're essentially on or near schedule on all of that work. I'm really not aware of anything that's unusually rocky," he said.

The countdown is scheduled to begin Saturday afternoon. Early forecasts show an 80 percent chance of weather favorable for launch Tuesday, with the weather worsening slightly during the next two days.

Functional testing of the telescope and shuttle was completed early Thursday, and the launch pad was cleared of all non-essential personnel for final preparation of the payload and orbiter.

Technicians were in the middle of the 52-hour test when a power outage at Kennedy Space Center knocked out air conditioning and forced the shutdown of heat-sensitive computers. Testing resumed Tuesday evening and had to be completed by Thursday morning for the mission to stay on schedule.

As soon as the testing ended, technicians began the routine procedure of plugging explosive devices on the shuttle's solid rocket boosters, external tank and the orbiter itself to be used in the event of a serious malfunction, said NASA spokesman Bruce Buckingham.

Power was turned off to the telescope and shuttle so that the hazardous work could be performed. Charging of the telescope's nickel-hydrogen batteries also was halted and was to resume.

Honors continued from page 1

major from East Brunswick, N.J. (7 Guy Drive).

College of Engineering:

• Paul Dankowski, an electrical and computer engineering major from Midland, Mich. (1993 Dilloway Drive);

• Jarrod Welling, a chemical engineering major from Lexington, Ky. (833 Calaba Road);

• Matthew Grayson, an electrical and computer engineering major from St. Charles, Mo. (3343 Huff View Drive).

China continued from page 1

It was his death that first caused Beijing college students to take to the streets, initiating seven weeks of marches for democratic reform. Beijing college campuses were quiet Thursday.

Playing soldier

A young Chinese boy carries his toy machine gun and holds his father's hand as the two walk in front of the Great Hall of the People bordering Beijing's Tianamen Square Thursday. The square was closed for official ceremonies marking Qingming, the traditional Chinese day to honor the dead.
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The evaporation of the Aral Sea in the Soviet Union has had severe ecological, economical, and health repercussions to the Soviets living near it, according to Philip Micklin, professor of geology at Western Michigan University.

In a lecture entitled "Soviet Catastrophe: Death of the Aral Sea," Micklin said the principle problem has been the exposure by evaporation of the salt-covered bottom of the sea. "The dry bottom has become a major source of windblown salt and dust," he said.

"There is good circumstantial evidence and statistical evidence that the blowing dust and salt is linked with respiratory problems and lung and throat cancers of people living down near the sea," he said.

Micklin also cited the incidence of throat cancer at fifteen times the national average in the area of the sea and infant mortality rate of twice that of the United States as further evidence of the sea's health problems.

"The municipal water supplies are so bad you can barely drink them," he added. "It's salty and full of other contaminants." He accredited the bad water supplies polluted by the blowing salt and dust as a cause of the high infant mortality rates and kidney problems.

"The salt has adverse consequences on crops, on pasture vegetation. It's poisonous. It acts as a defoliant in some cases," he added. "Desertification has been spreading here," he said. "This contributes to the loss of valuable pastures and the natural habitats of many native species he explained.

The number of native species found in the deltas of the rivers in the area has dwindled from 173 to 28 in the last thirty years, said Micklin.

"Another problem, a serious one, is the loss of the sea's biological productivity," he said. "This has been caused by the increased salinity. The economic consequences of this have been a complete loss of the Aral's fishing industry. Micklin said the commercial fish catch from the sea has decreased from 40,000 metric tons in the 1950s to zero in the 1980s. Employment related to the fishing industry has declined from 60,000 to 1,500.

"The basic, direct cause of the Aral's recession...has been the marked reduction of river inflow...nearly a 90 percent decrease in inflow," he said. "The chief factor has been the large, consumptive withdrawals from rivers (which empty into the sea)," he added.

"The number one factor contributing to those consumptive withdrawals is irrigation. This is a desert, for you to have productive agriculture...you need to irrigate," said Micklin. He explained that there was a lot of irrigation prior to 1960, but that "natural compensatory factors" prevented a vast recession of the lake.

"There was a natural compensation to a point, but after 1960 as they continued to increase irrigation those compensatory factors failed to cover the loss of water," he said. "Since the 70s the rivers have contributed very little (to the sea)...in some cases none," he added.

"Over the last 30 years, the sea has suffered catastrophic recession," he said. The Aral's area has decreased 45 percent and its volume 70 percent over that time. Fluctuations in the sea's level over long periods of time are not unusual explained Micklin. The recession in the last 30 years, however, is unusual both in its magnitude and "in that this time man has been such an overwhelming factor," he said.

"This is probably, by 1990, the most pronounced recession of the Aral Sea in 3,000 years," Micklin said. "This drop in the level of the sea is continuing unabated and it looks like it could continue unabated quite a while in the future depending on what the Soviet government does about it." Micklin said. Soviet legislation has been passed but he said pleading to "provide more water to the sea."
Anti-drug efforts in D.C. are failing

WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal initiative to stem drug abuse and related violence in the nation's capital has failed, the city's police chief said Thursday.

A spokesman for federal drug policy coordinator William Bennett also said one lesson learned from the year-long effort was that "civic resolve" is needed to make any anti-drug program a success.

A senior spokesman for Bennett later backed away from that comment, saying Bennett doesn't believe Washington residents lack the resolve needed to reduce drug abuse.

Isaac Fulwood, the District of Columbia's police chief, acknowledged that the special anti-drug effort announced a year ago by Bennett has not lived up to expectations.

"I think there's enough blame to go around for everybody," Fulwood said. "I would say everything has failed right now because we haven't turned it around. Victory won't be declared until we stop the murders.'

However, City Administrator Carol Thompson said: "We think we have made great strides in addressing the problem."

The federal government originally promised to direct an extra $100 million to drug programs in the district, primarily for additional jail space. That money has gone unspent because the city has failed to agree on a plan for jail construction.

The administration also assigned military prosecutors to district drug cases, offered money for new drug treatment centers and established a special Drug Enforcement Administration team.

Bennett spokesman David Robb said Thursday that one of the lessons learned from the special effort was that "lack of civic resolve on the part of citizens in any city can block efforts to control the drug problem."

But Don Hamilton, Bennett's main spokesman, later disavowed Robb's comment.

"It is not the view of the office or of director Bennett that there is any lack of resolve on the part of the citizens of the District or anywhere else to combat drugs, Hamilton said.

Maplethorpe Rally

Close to one thousand people rallied on Fountain Square in downtown Cincinnati Wednesday afternoon in support of an exhibit of photographs by the late Robert Mapplethorpe scheduled to open in the city this weekend. The exhibit contains a few homoerotic images and has sparked a controversy in the city.

Rocket Pegasus sends first satellite payload into orbit

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AP) — An experimental Pegasus rocket was blasted into space Thursday from a B-52 and successfully delivered its first satellite payload into a polar orbit, officials said.

"Pegasus is on its way," bomber pilot Gordon Fullerston radioed to controllers at 12:11 p.m. as the 50-foot rocket was dropped from its perch beneath the jet's right wing.

Twelve minutes later, tracking crews at the Edwards Flight Research Facility at Edwards determined the 440-pound satellite had successfully reached orbit 368 miles above Earth.

"Everything went according to the mission profile," said C.J. Fenwick, spokesman for Amos-Dryden. "This is a big step for the Air Force, NASA and private corporations interested in space."

Strapped beneath the right wing of the gleaming white and silver bomber, Pegasus was flown to 40,000 feet over the military's Western Test Range in the ocean off Southern California.

The 41,000-pound rocket was released and appeared to fall free for five seconds, then streaked into space trailing a fiery ribbon of smoke.

The estimated cost of a Pegasus launch was between $6 million and $8 million, a fraction of the cost of an Atlas or Titan rocket firing, officials said.

The Pentagon and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration want to use Pegasus for military and science satellites, but Pegas- sus also is expected to attract business from companies, foreign governments and university scientists who need a cheap way to put small payloads in orbit.

Summer Housing in New York City

Will you be working, doing an internship, or enjoying a summer in New York? You can live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an NYU Associate or join us and take a course in our exciting summer sessions if you wish.

- Minutes from New York's business and cultural centers
- Apartment style and traditional residences, single and double occupancy
- Outstanding sports/recreation facility
- Includes the New York Experience, an enjoyable noncredit program exploring the city and culture in New York City
- Over 1,000 undergraduate, graduate, and professional courses offered day and evening

Palm Sunday Week-end Liturgies at the Stepan Center: Sunday, April 7

11:00 AM

President: Rev. John Lahey, C.S.C.

10:00 AM

President: Rev. Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.

NYU Summer Housing 14 Washington Place

New York, N.Y. 10003
"Strong" earthquake hits Marianas Islands

**MENLO PARK, Calif. (AP) —** A strong earthquake shook a section of the Marianas Islands on Friday morning, the U.S. Geological Survey said. There were no reports of injury or damage.

The quake occurred at 7:13 a.m. (12:15 p.m. Thursday PDT) and registered 7.4 on the Richter scale, said USGS spokesman Pat Jorgensen. It was centered 230 miles north of the U.S. territory of Guam near the island of Anatahan.

On Tuesday, all 21 residents of Anatahan abandoned their homes and set livestock free because a volcano on the island showed signs of erupting. The island residents were flown to Nanwan, 75 miles to the south.

Friday's quake reportedly was felt in Guam and other nearby islands, she said. Guam is about 1,500 miles east of the Philippines.

The Richter scale is a measure of ground motion as recorded on seismographs. Every increase of one number means a tenfold increase in magnitude.

An earthquake of 3.5 on the Richter scale can cause damage in the local area. 4 moderate, 5 considerable, 6 severe damage. A 7 reading is a "major" earthquake, capable of widespread heavy damage; 8 a "great" quake, capable of tremendous damage.

The San Francisco earthquake of 1906, which occurred before the Richter scale was devised, has been estimated at 8.3 on the Richter scale.

A 6.4 magnitude earthquake on the Philippine Islands killed more than 2,200 people in 1976.

**MEXICO CITY (AP) —** Armored vehicles entered Michoacan state Saturday morning, as opposition supporters ousted the state governor and vowed to seize the state legislature building in protest of a tenfold increase in black, Hispanic and female faculty.

"When I was at this end of it, I was praying, 'Please end it,'" Narasimhan said.

In Cambridge, Mass., about 270 students boycotted classes, rallied on the Harvard campus and then stormed the office of Dean of the Law School, staging a sit-in on the first floor.

The strikers entered the building and had planned to demonstrate in front of the dean's office, saying "no diversity, no peace," some 130 Columbia University Law School students walked out of their classes, staging a sit-in on the first floor.

There are two blacks and four women on the 50-member faculty. The proposal would also had increased the diversity of the student body.

Professor Subha Narasimhan said the students were upset over the controversy in their political agenda.

"Before I was at this end of it, I was praying, 'Please end it,'" Narasimhan said.

In Cambridge, Mass., about 270 students boycotted classes, rallied on the Harvard campus and then stormed the office of Dean of the Law School, staging a sit-in on the first floor.

The strikers entered the building and had planned to demonstrate in front of the dean's office, saying "no diversity, no peace," some 130 Columbia University Law School students walked out of their classes, staging a sit-in on the first floor.

There are two blacks and four women on the 50-member faculty. The proposal would also had increased the diversity of the student body.

Professor Subha Narasimhan said the students were upset over the controversy in their political agenda.

"Before I was at this end of it, I was praying, 'Please end it,'" Narasimhan said.
**House panel backs clean air legislation**

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Energy and Commerce Committee overwhelmingly approved a far-reaching air pollution control bill late Thursday after resolving a dispute on how to deal with Midwest concerns over acid rain controls.

The moisture now goes to the House floor where it is likely to come up for debate early next month.

The committee cleared the legislation by a vote of 42-1. Rep. William Dannemeyer, R-Calif., was the sole dissenter.

Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., the committee chairman, called the bill "significantly better" in protecting the environment than a version approved by the Senate earlier in the work.

The committee moved swiftly to approve the legislation after giving the nod to a compromise agreement aimed at easing concerns from Midwest congressmen over the high cost of acid rain controls.

The acid rain compromise, worked out during three days of closed-door negotiations among committee members and staff, was approved by a 29-4 vote, earning the last major roadblock to committee passage of the bill.

"The process has been rough," said Dingell, alluding to the lengthy private negotiations that eased the committee through several obstacles.

"We have negotiated rather than fought ... and it has worked," he said.

The lopsided committee vote following Senate approval of its own clean air bill by an 89-11 margin earlier in the week put clean air legislation on track for congressional approval this year.

Both bills call for sweeping emission controls on factories, automobiles and electric power plants by the end of the decade. The Bush administration has estimated the Senate legislation would cost $21.5 billion to the economy yearly when all provisions go into effect. The House bill has been said to be slightly cheaper.

House Speaker Tom Foley, D-Wash., had indicated that he wanted to begin floor action on the legislation in early May. Final legislation would have to be worked out in a conference committee because of differences between the House and Senate bills.

"This legislation is long overdue. ... It's a real victory for our lakes, lungs and resources," said Rep. Gerry Sikorski, D-Minn.

The acid rain issue had dominated the three days of closed-door bargaining among members of Dingell's committee as members and staff worked under a deadline to try to complete action on the entire bill before Congress departs Friday.

**Bush and Gorbachev to meet for summit**

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev will meet for a superpower summit in the United States beginning May 30, U.S. and Soviet officials said Thursday as the two sides broke new ground on Germany and on the Middle East.

Accepting the principle of uniting East and West Germany, the Soviets edged away from their demand that the merged country be neutralized, U.S. and Soviet officials reported at the end of a long day of bargaining on tough regional issues.

And, in another potential breakthrough, the Soviets said they would consider restoring diplomatic relations with Israel and permitting the direct flight of Jews to Tel Aviv if they had assurances the refugees would not be settled on the West Bank and in East Jerusalem.

Earlier, White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said several major agreements could emerge at the summit, including a long-sought Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty to limit long-range nuclear weapons.

But Bush said merely that the summit would provide "time for a lot of dialogue and a lot of discussion."

Officials on both sides acknowledged that in the more than seven weeks remaining it would be difficult to forge agreements across the board of U.S.-Soviet relations.

**Americans favor united Germany**

NEW YORK (AP) — Support for the reunification of East and West Germany is growing among Americans, with two out of three Americans saying they do not fear a united Germany, according to a New York Times/CBS News poll.

However, the poll published in Friday's editions of the Times indicated that Americans are concerned about the economic might of a united Germany, nearly four out of 10 Americans worried that Germany would dominate the European economy.

Furthest in point of those surveyed said a united Germany would not try to dominate Europe economically, while 6 percent believed that it would.

Asked about the future of Germany, 76 percent of those surveyed said they favored unification, an increase of 6 percentage points from a similar survey in November. A majority, 67 percent, said they were not concerned that a united Germany would threaten peace, while 22 percent said they were worried it would.

The telephone poll of 1,515 adults between last Friday and Monday also found strong support for economic aid to nations in Eastern Europe and Latin America that are moving toward democracy.

The Times said surveys since 1971 have indicated that Americans generally opposed foreign aid by a 3-to-1 margin. But they now are about evenly split on giving aid to Eastern Europe and Latin America, the newspaper said.

A majority of Americans, 51 percent, said the number of U.S. troops in Western Europe should be maintained or increased, while 29 percent said the military presence should be cut and only 10 percent said it should be eliminated.

Regarding Lithuania and its efforts to break away from the Soviet Union, 39 percent said they approved of the way President Bush is handling the crisis, while 19 percent said they disapproved.

Forty-four percent took the president's view that maintaining good relations with the Soviet Union was more important than Lithuania's efforts to form its own nation.

The poll has a margin of error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.
Americans cause more damage to planet than others do

PITTSBURGH (AP) — One American does 20 to 100 times more damage to the planet than one person in the Third World, and one rich American causes 1,000 times more destruction, a population expert said Thursday.

"The most serious population problem in the world is right here in the United States," said Paul Ehrlich, Stanford University professor of population studies.

"The most common misperception of the population problem is that it's a problem of poor Indians who don't know how to use condoms," he said. "Actually, the problem in the world is that there are too many rich people."

Ehrlich and other environmentalists spoke to about 1,200 students, teachers, garden-club members and corporate executives at a conference on solving global environmental problems.

He said the current world population of 5.3 billion is 1.8 billion more than in 1968 when he first prophesied the problems of overpopulation in his book "The Population Bomb."

He and his wife, Anne Hsuyou Ehrlich, who co-wrote the current book, "The Population Explosion," said this decade will be the turning point for global environmental problems.

"If we don't see some real action in this decade, it will probably be too late to avert some very serious problems" including inadequate food production, global warming, species extinction and deforestation, said Ehrlich, associate director for the Center for Conservation Biology at Stanford.

Ehrlich railed against highly developed nations like the United States that he claims consume too much of the world's resources.

"The birth of a baby in the United States is something on the order of 20 to 100 times more disastrous for the life support systems of the planet as the birth of a baby in poor countries like Bangladesh or Venezuela," he said.

Most developing countries fall within the range with Bangladesh among the poorest and Venezuela among the richest Third World countries, Mrs. Ehrlich said.

She said and her husband based the figures on 1987 statistics compiled by the United Nations on per capita commercial energy consumption, an index used by environmentalists to measure damage to the Earth.

"If it's a rich baby, it could be a thousand times more," Ehrlich said. "Actually, the problem in the world is that there is much too many rich people. ... It's not how many people you have but how those people behave."

People who drive gas-guzzling luxury cars, air-condition their homes and live from what they call super consumers should face more public scrutiny, Ehrlich said.

"We are super consumers and very insensitive, and we're extraordinarily incompetent and stupid with our technologies," he said.

"You cannot address the problems soon enough," said George Weis, president of the Woods Hole Research Center in Woods Hole, Mass.

The agency intends to transmit reports "that are not influenced by any party, organization or public movement," Tass said.

Such cooperation among the three Soviet Baltic republics has been relatively rare, although some economists predict they will gain full independence of the Soviet Union and be able to find a market for their own products.

The Latvian agency Leta, Lithuanian agency Ella and Estonian agency Eta signed the agreement Thursday to establish a joint information bureau, Tass reported. The service will function both inside and outside the Baltic region, Tass said.

Ehrlich calls "high-intensity-the-ball-with-tomorrow agriculture" do far more environmental damage than subsistence farmers, he said.

But he was not promoting the idea that Americans should adopt a peasant lifestyle.

In highly affluent Sweden, the average person uses about 60 percent as much energy as consumers in the average American, Ehrlich said.

"We are super consumers and very insensitive, and we're extraordinarily incompetent and stupid with our technologies," he said.

"You cannot address the problems soon enough," said George Weis, president of the Woods Hole Research Center in Woods Hole, Mass.

Wire service to be created in Soviet Baltic republics
English inmates did not intend to cause riot, leader says

Appeal to Europe

A few of the remaining prisoners still holding out on the roof of Strangeways Prison, Manchester, Thursday held a placard saying that Europe treats prison with respect, why can't British bureaucracy do the same?

U.S. and Japan plan broad-based reforms in their economies to reduce trade frictions

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. and Japanese negotiators on Thursday announced completion of an unprecedented agreement pledging to reduce trade frictions by making broad policy changes in the economies of both countries.

The agreement, reached after four days of marathon discussions, set forth a complex list of complaints against the United States, including America's huge $49 billion trade deficit and its tax policies, and against Japan, including its huge $49 billion surplus with America, its huge subsidies to its car industry, and its large deficit with America.

The talks on broad barriers to trade, known as the Structural Impediments Initiative, were launched by the administration in July. Until this week, they had made little headway.

The talks on broad barriers to trade, known as the Structural Impediments Initiative, were launched by the administration in July. Until this week, they had made little headway.
American influence and power now unchallenged. At the end of World War II, the United States created almost 50 percent of the world's economic wealth; today that figure is down to 23 percent. Simultaneously, over the years American political and strategic leadership has accustomed us to centrifugal tendencies. In 1950, there was no CENSO nor really an ANZUS. Only NATO is left intact. And American leadership in the region has been stretched to its limit. The only area where the United States is more powerful than it was in 1945 is in the realm of pop culture. But Michael Jackson T-shirts, blue jeans, and other Korean imports can hardly be equated with real influence.

This loss of power would be acceptable if the United States had no other rivals for world leadership. But it has. Certainly, one of the threats is not the Soviet Union. That nation is currently in no position to exert international authority. It is not even clear whether it can continue to exist. But Michael Jackson T-shirts, blue jeans, and other Korean imports can hardly be equated with real influence.

However, that leaves two other threats—Europe and Japan. Some Americans might be under the impression that Europeans and Japanese actually appreciate American postwar leadership. They do not. Old and proud civilizations as they are, they have always resented the aspi­rants. Anti-Americanism perhaps reached its most refined state in the foreign policy and pronouns of former French President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing: a veritable medievalist, de Gaulle never bought a thing, but condone­ssence for American "culture."

The Japanese feel the same way. In the case of Japan, there is a real contempt for a reducto of American cultural diversity. Some Japanese, like former Minister of Foreign Affairs Nakasone, seem to feel the mixing of different groups is a source of weakness, not strength.

Add to this resentment of the United States the fact that both Europeans and Japanese are actively planning their own re­naissance. According to Hans-Jorg Rudloff, the chairman of Credit Swiss-First Boston, "Europe's challenge is to restore the Europe of 1914, where Europe was the biggest economic power in the world and had the best educated population." No doubt Herr Rudloff would like to return to a world ruled by London, Paris, Berlin, and Moscow. Washington would be on the sidelines. But the European Community is Rudloff's point­man in the bid for restoration.

And in Asia, Japan has emerged as the center of influence and the model of affluence. Beyond some pop items, there is not an American product to be bought from Bangkok to Sapporo. You cannot get an American car. All the cars and electronics are from Japan. The leading trading partner for every ASEAN state, save the Philippines, is Japan. The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere is not a slogan. It exists.

Where does this leave the United States? First, though some don't believe it, second­class status for America is not inevitable. Second, the United States must accept the realistic realities of capitalist cold war and begin a counter-attack.

Actually, the United States has already begun the counter-attack. The 1988 Free Trade Pact with Canada started it. The ultimate meaning of that pact, however, has only been exposed with the possible advent of United States-Mexican Free Trade talks. The idea is nothing less than to have one common market from the Yukon to the Yucatan. In other words, the giant conti­nent of North America may be moving toward economic, then political, consolidation.

And what an immense power such an area would be. With a population of about 350 million and the land area of the Soviet Union, the combined force of the United States, Canada and Mexico could easily match Europe and Japan. With the re­sources of Canada, the youth of Mexico and the industry of the United States, CAMEUS would breathe new life into the New World.

It doesn't take a Jean Monnet to visualize what American pol­icy should concentrate on. The United States must begin to spend more time developing close ties to Mexico City and Ottawa. Those two nations are our future. Thus, inter alia, the United States must also listen to Canada's complaints regarding pollution. We can afford to be generous. Just because Europe and Japan want to marginalize the United States doesn't mean we should let them. We can shape our future. We should begin now.

Joseph L. Novak is a third year law student and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

**LETTERS**

**Letters remain sheltered at ND**

**Dear Editor:**

The letter by Brendan O'Shaughnessy printed last week (The Observer, March 27), clearly, and intelligently illus­trates how the disadvantages of parietals outweigh the ad­vantages. Unfortunately for the entire student body, O'Shaughnessy is indeed a bit naive for assuming that the administration would consider the abolition of parietals, even if the student body demonstr­ated considerable desire for doing so. Why? The University does not look at parietals as the hours of the day when the right to visit members of the opposite sex is suspended. Instead, they believe between the hours of 11 a.m. and midnight, and 2 a.m. on week­ends, they are granting students the "privilege" of visit­ation. Such an attitude obvi­ously assumes a narrow view of the maturity of the student body.

First, the students of Notre Dame must abandon their apa­thy. Never have I been less willing to accept the thought that the University of Notre Dame is not a piece of land in South Bend, Indiana, but is in­stead the student body residing on that piece of land. Without us, the students, Notre Dame is nothing more than a collection of worthless buildings. We must stop allowing this University to parent us as though we are irresponsible children. We go away to college to leave the shelter of our par­ents and grow into individual, responsible beings, not to be pampered by people whom we do not know, and have no previous relation with. The University can do more for its image by listening to the needs of stu­dents than by creating an envi­ronment which satisfies them.

---

**Mike Bertin**

**Dillon Hall**

**April 1, 1990**

---

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"The world is before you, and you need not take it or leave it as it was when you came in."

---

**James Baldwin**

---

**U.S. must do battle in capitalist cold war**

**Students must do battle in capitalist cold war**

Joseph L. Novak

*International Affairs*

---

**DOONESBURY**

**YOU GUYS, YOU GUYS... WHAT ARE YOU DOING? ARE YOU STICKING IT TO YOUR HOMELESS FRIENDS?**

---

**GARRY TRUDEAU**

---

**P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 (219) 269-5303**

---

**1990-91 General Board**

---

**The Observer** is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame. St. Mary's Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of other institution. The news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Unsigned articles represent the opinion of the majority of the Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor, News Editor, Viewpoint Editor, Accent Editor, Press Editor, and Saint Mary's Editor. Commentaries, letters and inside columns present the views of the authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus through letters, is encouraged.
Teaching is ‘not a 9 to 5 job’

MARC JOHNSON

Once Notre Dame’s “Year of the Family” can sometimes appear slightly hyperrital to a professor of the university, especially those with spouses who also teach. Such is the case of Professors Dennis and Noreen Moran.

“The university is by nature intrusive into family,” Dennis said. “It’s not just ND. I would compare it to the situation that a doctor at a hospital faces.”

“Our work is our vocation not just our job,” according to Noreen. “The university must just try to be caring to the needs of its professors.”

The Morans both teach Humanities Seminar at the freshmen level, and Dennis says their conversations rarely center on the subject. “Our discussions are very nonanalytical,” he stated.

“We may discuss what our students thought of [Joseph] Conrad, but more often our discussion turns to the general topics of the university,” he said.

Dennis Moran feels that both he and his wife have very strong opinions regarding academic policy, but “we are both annoyed when we can’t find parking.”

see MORAN page 14

These profs are no longer far apart

MARC JOHNSON

Long distance relationships can create many problems on the Notre Dame campus, but the difficulties are not only faced by the students.

For many years Professors Lynnwood Montell and Barbara Allen were forced to carry on a long distance marriage. Now both are professors at Notre Dame, and both are extremely pleased with their new situation.

Allen is an associate professor of American studies, and her husband, Montell, is now a visiting professor teaching in the American studies department. Professor Montell previously taught at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.

This situation created an interesting problem relating to commuter miles. Alternate weekends were spent in both states, but Allen and Montell now have the luxury of using their home in Kentucky for a 9 to 5 job."
The couple arrived at Notre Dame in 1968. Andrew began teaching while Kathleen worked toward her doctorate in sociology. In 1971, she joined the teaching faculty in the sociology department until problems arose a few years later. The University at that time, Manju was working with him under the same grant, directing their research toward her doctorate. Both she and her husband obtained degrees from the University of Calcutta after Subhash obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan.

Spouses were not easily allowed to work together at that time at the Basus joined the staff at ND. But they were among the first couples allowed to work in the same department and have continued to work closely throughout the years.

According to the Basus, there is no better team than husband and wife, both personally and professionally. For, as Subhash believes, "Working as husband and wife is a completion rather than competition."

**Individualism is the key to Weigerts' success**

**MELISSA COMER**

Although joined in marriage, Professors Andrew and Kathleen Maas-Weigert emphasize the importance of individuality in their professional and personal lives.

For professors at the same university, there can be more than the average tendency for husband and wife to become entirely one. But for the Weigerts, it has become priority to maintain separate identities. A professor of American Studies and Peace Studies, Kathleen Weigert also serves as the faculty liaison and academic coordinator at the Center for Social Concerns. Her professional life is a full and busy one that leads her in many directions, and is also quite separate from her husband's.

Dr. Andrew Weigert is a tenured professor in the department of sociology actively involved in the education of students. On campus, their paths rarely cross.

The couple arrived at Notre Dame in 1968. Andrew began teaching while Kathleen worked toward her doctorate in sociology. In 1971, she joined the teaching faculty in the sociology department until problems arose a few years later. The University at that time, Manju was working with him under the same grant, directing their research toward her doctorate. Both she and her husband obtained degrees from the University of Calcutta after Subhash obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan.

Spouses were not easily allowed to work together at the time that the Basus joined the staff at ND. But they were among the first couples allowed to work in the same department and have continued to work closely throughout the years.

According to the Basus, there is no better team than husband and wife, both personally and professionally. For, as Subhash believes, "Working as husband and wife is a completion rather than competition."
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Borellis enjoy having same pupils in unrelated classes

**MARC JOHNSON**

Professors Mario and Angela Borelli teach in very different departments, and their subjects might not seem to overlap, but they do have one great interest in common—students.

Mario is an associate professor in the mathematics department, and Angela is an assistant professor in the romance languages department. She teaches Italian and Spanish.

While these topics seem non-related, the two professors have many students in common. "It is much more pleasant when there is an intersection between our classes," Mario explained. "These students will receive slightly more attention because we compare the progress he or she makes in both of our classes."

"If we notice that a student is having trouble, we can usually help," added Angela. She functions as a counselor as well as tutor, and both she and her husband seem to enjoy the dual roles.

The Borellis are now experiencing Notre Dame from a totally different perspective since their son entered as a freshman last fall. "The perception has changed, but Notre Dame is
The Committee on Notre Dame’s Position on the Re- ciprocity of Teachers at Catholic Universities has met and has decided that the term “smoker” will henceforth be used to refer to the smoking habit. This decision is based on the premise that the term is more commonly used and is therefore more accessible for everyday conversation. However, the committee acknowledges that the term is not universally accepted and that it may be considered offensive by some. As a result, the committee recommends using the term “smoker” in a respectful and understanding manner, and encourages ongoing dialogue to address the complexities of smoking and its impact on individuals and society.
The 54th Masters 1990

Past Champs

Year
Fuzzy Zoeller* 280
1979
1980 Seve Ballesteros 275
1981 Tom Watson 280
1982 Craig Stadler 284
1983 Seve Ballesteros 280
1984 Ben Crenshaw 277
1985 Bernhard Langer 282
1986 Jack Nicklaus 279
1987 Larry Mize* 285
1988 Sandy Lyle 283
1989 Nick Faldo* 283

Masters Scorecard

Mike Donald 31-33-64
John Dyer 30-34-64
Peter Jacobsen 30-34-67
Bob Estes 30-34-67
George Armiot 30-34-67
Mike McCready 30-34-67
John Cook 30-34-67
Nick Faldo 30-34-67
Mike Hobart 30-34-67
Mike Souchal 30-34-67

MARCH 26, 1990

SPORTS CALENDAR

April 3, 1990

Friday, April 6, 1990

OAKLAND (180)

Monday, April 9

Boston 1-3

Tuesday, April 10

Lancaster, Pa. 4-3

Wednesday, April 11

New York Rangers 5-1

Thursday, April 12

Harford 4-3 Boston

Friday, April 13

Philadelphia 2-1

NHL PLAYOFFS

DIVISION SEMIFINALS

Thursday, April 5

Buffalo, N.Y. 1-0

New York Rangers 3-1

Washington 4-3

Friday, April 6

New Jersey 4-1

New York Rangers 3-1

Tuesday, April 10

Harford 4-3 Boston

Wednesday, April 11

New York Rangers 3-1

Thursday, April 12

Harford 4-3 Boston

Friday, April 13

Philadelphia 2-1

Saturday, April 7

Buffalo, N.Y. 3-2

New York Rangers 4-3

Sunday, April 8

Buffalo, N.Y. 4-3

New York Rangers 7-5

Stadium.

Rutgers

Northern Illinois

Loyola

Dayton

Dayton

Northern Illinois

Get ready for the

Mets!

1. Mike "The Machine" Piazza
2. Shea Stadium
3. chicks

"The Mets are coming!"

On Wednesday, April 11,

The Mets will be playing their

first home game of the season

against the St. Louis Cardinals.

Let's get ready for the Mets!

Mets Opening Day Specials

1. Mets Opening Day Clambake
2. Mets Opening Day Parade
3. Mets Opening Day Fireworks

Don't miss it!

Mets Opening Day is

April 11, 1990!
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Donald leads rookie rampage at Masters

Formed in 1986, by Donald leads this March among the also-rans playing at a tournament in Blairstown, N.J., just missed breaking the Masters record set in 1986 by Nick Price. Hutton was nearly as good: "I never hit a bad enough shot that I had to struggle," Hutton said.

At least one of the game's more seasoned performers, however, suggested those spectacular efforts should not be accorded undue importance. "It doesn't matter so much what happens Thursday, Friday or Saturday," Peter Jacobsen said. "It's Sunday that counts."

"These low scores don't mean much," he said, making it clear he included his own 5-under 67 in that analysis. "You and I both know they always come back to par."

That possibility was not lost on Donald, whose effort included a chip-in birdie and 10 one-puts on the grass-slick greens that are the trademark of Augusta National.

"Even if I mess up, maybe people will remember for a while that Mike Donald led the first round of the Masters," woman who has won once in an 11-season career among golf's touring pros.

Donald, who normally spends this week among the also-rans playing at a tournament in Blairstown, N.J., just missed breaking the Masters record set in 1986 by Nick Price. Hutton was nearly as good: "I never hit a bad enough shot that I had to struggle," Hutton said.

At least one of the game's more seasoned performers, however, suggested those spectacular efforts should not be accorded undue importance. "It doesn't matter so much what happens Thursday, Friday or Saturday," Peter Jacobsen said. "It's Sunday that counts."

"These low scores don't mean much," he said, making it clear he included his own 5-under 67 in that analysis. "You and I both know they always come back to par."

That possibility was not lost on Donald, whose effort included a chip-in birdie and 10 one-puts on the grass-slick greens that are the trademark of Augusta National.

"Even if I mess up, maybe people will remember for a while that Mike Donald led the first round of the Masters," woman who has won once in an 11-season career among golf's touring pros.

Two-time U.S. Open champion Curtis Strange was less certain the upstart rookies would falter and fall over the last three rounds of the tournament that ranks among the game's Big Four events.

"Hutton has just won and Mike has been playing well. There's no reason they can't stay there," Strange said.

He also had an explanation for the surprise scores by Masters rookies in an event that normally is dominated by the most established of the game's great players.

"The first-timers don't know where the trouble is," Strange said. "If they're playing well, they don't find the trouble."

Donald, Hutton and Britton did just that — they played well and avoided the terror of the course that has tested the nerve and temperament of golf's best players for more than a half-century.

But those veterans who know the location of the trouble found it in abundance in the gusty, swirling winds.

Tino Paul Azinger, for example.

He got tangled up in the woods for a while on the par-5 13th. Then he hit one in the water.

Vaive leads Sabres past Montreal

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — Rick Vaive snapped a second-period tie with the game's only power-play goal as the Buffalo Sabres beat the Montreal Canadiens 4-1 Thursday night in the first game of their Adams Division semifinal series.

Vaive tipped in Doug Rodger's shot from the point midway at 9:55 while Montreal's Brian Skrudland was in the penalty box for hooking.

Daren Puppa made 34 saves, several of them outstanding, and Dean Kennedy had a goal and an assist for the Sabres. Dave Andreychuk and Bob Corkum also scored for Buffalo.

Skrudland scored Montreal's only goal at 7:45 of the second period. The Canadians, who were down 3-1 going into the third period, were hampered in a come-back attempt when they had to kill off a major penalty to Mathieu Schneider at boarding at 7:51.

Rangers 2, Islanders 1

NEW YORK (AP) — Rookie Mike Richter, making his second start in the NHL playoff-off, turned back 27 shots, including a penalty shot, leading the New York Rangers to a 2-1 playoff victory over the New York Islanders on Thursday night.

The win gave the Rangers a 1-0 lead in the best-of-five Patrick Division series, which resumes with Game 2 Saturday night at Madison Square Garden. Games 3 and 4 are scheduled next Monday and Wednesday at Nassau Coliseum.

Pat LaFontaine, the Islanders' leading scorer, was carried off on a stretcher after being knocked unconscious in a collision with two Rangers with 1:17 remaining. LaFontaine was elbowed by James Patrick in open ice, then fell to Chris Nilan before dropping to the ice on his back. LaFontaine was provided with a neck brace as he was taken off the ice.

Reservations

CALL NOW 683-1959.

• VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• APPROX 2½ MILES NORTH US 31-33
• GATES OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

Mini Warehouses
Men’s volleyball proves its point in victory

Some things in life just can’t be explained. Take for instance, the fact that the Notre Dame men’s volleyball team is still a club sport. The women’s track team got what they deserved — varsity status and next year they’ll get their wish. So why not men’s volleyball? Why haven’t Dick Rosenthal and the Athletic Department taken a good look at this program? Are they worried about money? It certainly wouldn’t cost more than what will be spent on women’s track.

Maybe the Athletic Department could forego providing the football team with that tenth pair of shoes. The team pulled off their biggest win of the year last night by upsetting varsity squad Graceland College 15-15, 15-9, 7-15, 15-13, 17-16.

"This is the biggest win I've ever had," commented Anderson. "Right now, I'm the happiest coach in the world."

Mike Kamradt
Club Corner

Senior hitter Andy Sullivan, whose missile-like kills were a key to the Irish victory, echoed the same sentiments.

"That's the greatest comeback I've ever been in," he said. "Beating a varsity team like that, this is the highlight of my volleyball career."

The Irish found themselves trailing 2-1 in games, but fought to a tough 15-13 win in game four. The fifth game used a rally scoring system, meaning there are no sides­outs: the team that wins the point gets one on the score­board. The Yellowjackets zoomed out to a 4-0 lead, but the Irish started to make a comeback as Sullivan hit made it 7-3. Graceland went ahead 11-5, but Pedro Nemalceff put down a tip to keep the Irish hopes alive.
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Women's tennis to face three foes with Barton out of lineup

By BARBARA MORAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's tennis team will head out on the road again this weekend in an attempt to better its 12-6 record without the services of top player Tracy Barton. The team will start off the weekend today at home against Northern Illinois before heading east to face Ball State on Saturday and Ohio State on Sunday.

Northern Illinois is expected to offer little challenge for the Irish, according to Notre Dame coach Jay Louderback. "They didn't do really well early in the year, but lately they've been playing a little better," said the coach. "If we just go out and play well we shouldn't have any problem." Louderback had comparable expectations for the Ball State match. "We don't know a whole lot about them, but they're probably about the same as Northern Illinois," said Louderback.

The biggest challenge of the weekend will come from Big Ten power Ohio State, and it is against the Buckeyes that the Irish are most likely to feel the absence of their top singles seed. Barton has missed the last three matches with an elbow injury, and has been joined on the injured list by Kristy Do-ran, who is suffering from a sore wrist. Both players will begin hitting today for the first time in two weeks, and are tentatively expected to be back in play next week.

Ohio State has had its share of injuries and absences also. The top seed for the Buckeyes, who has been academically ineligible for much of the season, returned several days ago to reclaim her spot. A victory for the Irish may depend on who the Buckeyes manage to field for the match, and what kind of shape they are in. "If they're all there, they're tough," said Louderback. "It will depend on who they've got. We've heard that their number three player is out for the year, but we don't know for sure. But even without them (Ohio's injured players) they'll be a good team. They'll be really strong at the top."

Heading down the road stretch of the season, the road-wearied Irish may have some problems maintaining their enthusiasm level for the remainder of their matches. 
Hoops

continued from page 24

hearing Digger Phelps, Lee Holtz and Three Other Guys With Nothing in Common 21-12.

Sam Elston had nine points to lead Team 20 past Slam Whitman 21-13, while Layola Marymount Without the Points put some on the board in a 21-8 victory against Playing for a Beer.

Buster Did So Can We didn’t, falling out of the tourney in a 21-8 loss to Anything Featuring Flesh.

And finally, the last hurrah will wait at least another round. Dave Sutter scored nine points to lead Dr. D. The Swami and Super Dave’s Last Hurrah past Saavy 21-9.

The team has played together four years and has always lost in the second round.

“We’re hoping to go a little further this year,” Sutter said. “We’re hoping it (the last hurrah will be in the latter part of the tourney. We’ll just have to wait and see.”

Attention Christmas in April Volunteers

To make things go smoothly this Saturday, April 7:

If you signed up with a group, arrange to meet in hall or other area Saturday morning, and then proceed together to Alumni-Senior Bar. This will prevent having to search for group members in the crowd.

See you there!

Questions??? Call: Karen Croteau x1367, Lora Mangan x1314, Frank Timmons x2786, Isabel Navarette x1314, Bob Scheibel x2544
Predict
continued from page 24
Breit Mussburger will succeed
Harry Caray as the voice of the
Cubs' television broadcasts.
If UNLV gets probation, star
Larry Johnson will jump ship to
the National Basketball
Association.
NBA finals - Larry Bird re-
turns the Celtics in the East,
but the Lakers of the West win the
championship.
NHL finals - Who really
cares?
Bob Bayliss will have the Irish
men's tennis team in con-
tention for a national title by
1992, if not before.
This is for Pat Murphy and the
Notre Dame baseball team.
The World Football League
will be the biggest flop since the
United States Football
League.

Irish will participate in tourney at IU
By MIKE O'NEIL
Sports Writer
The Notre Dame men's
golf team travels south this
weekend to participate in the
Midwestern Collegiate Confer-
eee held at the Eagle
Golf Course in Indianapolis.
The Irish will be seeking
their first
Indianapolis Intercollegiates,
Harry
Their first
tourney after a strong
finish in last year's
Intercollegiates. After a strong
performance at last weekend's
Johnny Owens Kentucky
Invitational in Lexington,
Mohan hopes to lead the Irish
to success this weekend in the
36-hole tournament.

Women's golf squad travels
to Indiana Invite for opener
By JAMES NOLL
Sports Writer
The Notre Dame women's
golf team travels to
Bloomington this weekend to
compete in the 54 hole Indiana
University Women's
Invitational.
Only in their second year at
the varsity level, the relatively
young women's squad open
their spring season with hopes
of making a strong showing
against some of the best teams
in the Midwest region. Junior
captain RobertsByerly and
freshman Kathy Phares lead
the well balanced, improving
Irish team.
"From number one to number
two, we're a well balanced
team," said George Thomas,
the men's golf coach who also
helps direct the women's team.
"We're
number one to number
nine," Thomas says.
Junior co-captain Pat
Mohan, Irish's head
Midwestern Collegiate Conference selection in 1989, earned a second place
finish in last year's
Intercollegiates. After a strong
performance at last weekend's
Johnny Owens Kentucky
Invitational in Lexington,
Mohan hopes to lead the Irish
to success this weekend in the
36-hole tournament.
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Lecture Circuit
12:15 - 1 p.m. Lecture, "Racism and the Curriculum: What Can Be Done?" by Prof. Erskine Peters, English and Black Studies, in Room 124 of the Center for Social Concerns.
2:15 p.m. Lecture, "Jerkheim on Women and the Family: Theoretical Models versus Social Reality," by Dr. Mary Ann Lamanna, University of Nebraska, Omaha. Room 223 Hayes Stealy. Sponsored by Department of Sociology and Gender Studies Concentration.

Menus
Notre Dame
Irish Fried Fisnord Pasta Bar
Vegetable Calzone
Ch Fr. Toast Sandwich

Saint Mary’s
Cheese Enchilada
Baked Haddock Buena Vista
Deep Dish Vegetable Pie
Doll Bar

Calvin and Hobbes

Acoustic Guitarist
Mike Farella
Tonight, 9:00pm
at The Coffeehouse
Grace Hall

Positions for 1990:
Relations
Marketing and Publicity
Campus Entertainment
Assistant Controllers
Job descriptions and applications available on 2nd floor LaFortune
Due April 6
**Irish hope to play some baseball**

By SCOTT BRUCOCAO

Assistant Sports Editor

Notre Dame is looking to play some baseball.

"It sounds like a simple enough desire, like this could be done with relatively little difficulty in a country permitting much greater freedoms than playing baseball, but the Irish have been unable to compete due to poor conditions, either in or out of the country," said Murphy.

All that may change this weekend, as Midwestern Conference rival Dayton visits for a pair of doubleheaders. The twin bills are scheduled for 12 p.m. on Saturday and 1 p.m. on Sunday.

The Irish have a tentative arrangement to make up one of the games they have missed by playing at Illinois-Chicago tonight, if weather permits. "This desire has been tentative because the doubleheader at Illinois-Chicago scheduled for Wednesday was cancelled, and the pair of games slated for Tuesday in Covesek Stadium were also nixed. In that 13 scheduled games, the Irish have played four."

But Head Coach Pat Murphy is turning adversity into advantage by getting the most out of the idle time while it lasts. "We've been practicing indoors during these rainouts, letting the other teams worry about the weather," said Murphy. "We're using this time as an opportunity to get better, because we know that later on in the season we're not going to have as much time to practice."

"All these games will be made up, without missing a class. We've got 44 games to play and we're going to get them in, and so we've got to be playing a lot of baseball in the next four weeks.

The Dayton Flyers will be the first opponents to meet the Irish, who last played on March 31 against Saint Louis, in a week. Dayton brings in a 6-16 record for the season and a 1-18 overall record against the Irish. Last year the Flyers beat the Irish twice in nine games.

Dayton's pitching staff has improved greatly since last year. Currently the team's earned run average is 3.60, compared to a stratospheric 8.61 ERA for the season last year. Flyer ace Jeff Pollock is 3-1 with a 1.54 ERA, with his wins coming against respectable teams such as Cincinnati, Miami (Ohio) and Toledo. Fellow starter Tony Miller is 0-1 with a 1.38 ERA.

"Dayton is a much improved club," said Murphy. "Just look at the teams they've beaten. Pollock is one of the best pitchers in the conference, and it's going to be a big challenge for us." Irish Coach Mark Schlemmer has done an unbeli

vable job. They are not intimidated by Notre Dame by any stretch of the imagination."

The drawback for Dayton at this time is hitting. Aside from junior left fielder Rob Bosco, who has been swinging far in hitting exactly 400, no one on the team is hitting above the .300 mark. The team batting average is .236.

Tonight the Flyers play a doubleheader. The arrangement is tentative before traveling to Notre Dame.

Expected starters for the Irish are senior Brian Pistorock (3-2, 2.43 ERA) and sophomore Alan Waliano (10-0, 3.72 ERA) and sophomore John Binkiewicz (2-0, 2.81 ERA) on Sunday.

---

**ND lacrosse records fourth straight triumph; Denison visits Krause for weekend matchup**

By DAVE DIETERMAN

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team, which faces midwestern rival Denison on Saturday, extended its winning streak to four games with an 11-3 road win over the Kenyon College Lords on Wednesday afternoon.

For the Irish, whose upped their record to 6-3, Wednesday's game against Kenyon was the culmination of many hours of practice and rigorous game experiences.

"It's been a very consistent effort," said Notre Dame head coach Kevin Corrigan. "We've tried to focus on defensive, we had good goalkeeping, we played a patient against their zone defense."

The Irish were not only able to adapt to the careful strategy of the rival Lords. Notre Dame also managed to dictate the tempo of the game to the Kenyon squad en route to its fourth win in a row.

Kevin Corrigan

"We really forced them to play man to man with us, which was a smart decision," explained coach Corrigan. "We had to defend in front of our goal." But the Irish will barely have time to savor the results of their efforts before they must square off with midwestern rival Denison on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Moose Krause Stadium.

Denison, 6-2 this season despite a demanding schedule, is fresh off a win over Clarkson, and comes into Notre Dame with winning in mind.

"Denison is a team that can score a lot of goals," noted Irish head coach Kevin Corrigan. "There are only two games this season where they didn't score in double figures; both those times they scored 9."

But once again, Notre Dame remains optimistic, thanks largely to a defensive corps that has been tested in the hottest offensive fires.

"Just that we hold them down," stated coach Corrigan, "because they have given us great goals as well as scored some. We just need to stop their scoring. Their team is always well-balanced, but their offense is key for them. There's a lot of things, we need to play good defense."

"Most importantly, we need fans out there," concluded coach Corrigan. "This is a good team, and we'd like to see a lot of fans there on Saturday."